Directions to the College of Engineering & IT

From the WEST (Atlanta/Macon):

- Take I-16 East to exit 116 and turn LEFT on U.S. 301/US 25/State Road 73.

- Stay on 301 until you see the Georgia Southern on your RIGHT. DO NOT turn at the first entrance at Rucker Road. Continue until you see the large red brick entrance signs, turn RIGHT onto Southern Drive.

- Travel toward Sweetheart Circle turning RIGHT onto the circle and then immediately to the RIGHT again as the road splits.

- At the next Stop Sign turn LEFT (just past Hendrix Hall) following the curvy lane to the parking area. Park your vehicle on the far right of the parking lot in a Faculty/Staff space.

- You will see a three-story, red-brick building, this is the College of Engineering & IT.

See 3-D Map below on Page 2.